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1. For which proceeding are you seeking compensation?
Standard Prescription Drug Formulary Template, Adding Section 1300.67.205 to
California Code of Regulations; Control No. 2017-5229
2. What is the amount requested?
$4,570.00
3. Proceeding Contribution:
Provide a description of the ways in which your involvement made a substantial
contribution to the proceeding as defined in California Code of Regulations, Title
28, Section 1010(b)(14), supported by specific citations to the record, your
testimony, cross-examination, arguments, briefs, letters, motions, discovery, or
any other appropriate evidence.
Health Access California submits this request for reasonable advocacy fees for
our contribution representing the consumers’ interest to the final rulemaking
regarding Standard Prescription Drug Formulary Template. Our comments
related to the newly enacted SB1021 (Wiener, Chapter 787, Statutes of 2018).
We know that the proposed regulations were issued almost at the same time with
the Governor’s signature of that measure and that the law did not take effect until
January 1, 2019. Since the Governor signed SB 1021 and since it will be in effect
at the time these regulations take effect, we suggested a number of changes to
conform the proposed regulations to the newly enacted law. In our letter, Health
Access California supported the overall design of the Standard Prescription Drug
Formulary Template, and noted areas where the regulations could be clarified to
better inform consumers of their rights to prescription drug coverage. In our letter,
we requested that the DMHC modify the proposed regulations to reflect existing
law and consumer protections enacted after 2014.
4. Please attach your time and billing record in the “Add Attachment” box below.
In the time and billing record, include the hourly rate of compensation for each
witness or advocate and a justification for each hourly rate, which may include
copies of or citations to previously approved hourly rate; and each witness or
advocate’s resume or curriculum vitae. The time and billing record should show
the date and exact amount of time spent on each specific task in thirty (30)

minute increments, as defined in California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Section
1010(d)(3).
Document Name
Anthony Wright - Resume
MJ Diaz - Resume
Time and Billing Record

Date
8/26/2019 5:27:45 PM
8/28/2019 2:56:04 PM
8/28/2019 2:58:43 PM

Uploaded By
Ron Coleman
Ron Coleman
Ron Coleman

5. Clear and concise statement of participants interest in the proceeding which
explains why participation is needed to represent the interests of consumers
Health Access is the statewide health care consumer advocacy organization.
Consumers should be informed their new rights when reading their formulary’s
informational section to help ensure they pay the lowest available cost-sharing,
and to help them understand that their co-payment will contribute towards
meeting their annual maximum out-of-pocket limit. We provided comments to the
DMHC in order to influence the actual materials that consumers who take
prescription drugs medication will use regularly. With the consumer in mind, it
was our role to recommend to the DMHC to align drug tiering definitions with
existing law, clarify the definition of “formulary” to include medically necessary
drugs, include notice of consumer’s rights to lowest cost alternative in
informational section, among others. All of these are important in protecting
consumers’ access to prescription drugs.
6. The information contained in the Petition to Participate remains true and
correct to the best of the knowledge of the person verifying the information.
Yes
I am authorized to certify this document on behalf of the applicant. By entering
my name below, I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of
California that the foregoing statements within all documents filed electronically
are true and correct and that this declaration was executed at Sacramento (City),
CA (State), on August 28, 2019.
Enter Name: Ronald E Coleman

